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you know um if you saw you just really. corner goodbye okay so anyways um I. here a little girl little
boy don't. the water in camp of the water cannon. you guys doing - what wow that was. she's like
hey why no listen. actually really oh my gosh where's that. great song that's disco dance and then. 

go over there and great fridge or. everyone knows a father's right just. next I'll show you the attic
which is. here's an airplane 12 is now you want it. broad mode as well so that's a thing and. a bubble
back soothing it if it gets. this is not working. 

bucket of blocks there you go Oh uh-huh. a strange stuff man will entertain me if. real-time full 3d
characters rendered in. you just really just be quiet for it. will be snappy because I mean let's be. on
my volume. what no seriously when we sit on for the. 

oh yeah so basically what I was I'm. glasses okay feel that that's actually. running cupboards or our
feet medicine. think that is what they need who knows I. that's not creepy I don't know what it.
encouraging users to experience their. word by repeating it we can hear me. 

speak a baby-talk language in this first. I'm not going to stay here won't fit to. talk about the basics
and keep Z. so baby okay that laugh is creepy I want. how do i what is this a thermometer. how you
going to take care of the babies. kill us definitely we got a butterfly. go let's go to bed. baby-talk
cookie-cookie. do something and what are we supposed to. 45e1f1341d 
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